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Abstract: The purpose of this paper is to explore Khoomei the relationship between art in tradition and innovation, and its application in contemporary stage performances. First of all, I introduced Khoomei the historical origin, basic form of expression and cultural connotation of art. Then it discusses the concepts and characteristics of tradition and innovation, and Khoomei traditional elements and innovative practices in art. Next, the key analysis is Khoomei the application of art and pop music, theatrical performance and modern dance, and discussed Khoomei the challenges and development prospects of art. By passing Khoomei the research of art aims to promote its inheritance and development, and broaden its application in contemporary art. At the same time, it is of reference significance for the study of the relationship between traditional art and modern art.
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1. Draw a bowSay

Khoomei as a special form of music performance, art originates from the traditional Mongolian culture and has a long history and profound cultural connotation. With the changes of the times and the development of society, Khoomei art has been widely used and developed on today's stage. Tradition and innovation are the eternal themes in the field of culture and art. Khoomei art is no exception. This article will discuss it in depth. Khoomei the relationship between art in tradition and innovation, and analyze its application in contemporary stage performances.

Tradition is Khoomei the foundation and foundation of art carries a rich national culture and historical inheritance. Through the inheritance and transmission of traditional elements, Khoomei art can maintain its unique characteristics and style. However, with the rapid development of society and cultural pluralistic exchanges, Khoomei art also inevitably faces the needs and challenges of innovation. Innovation is an important force to promote the development of art. By absorbing new musical elements, expanding forms of expression and blending with other art forms, Khoomei art can radiate new vitality on the contemporary stage.

This article will pass on Khoomei the introduction of the historical origin and cultural connotation of art, and an in-depth discussion of the concepts and characteristics of tradition and innovation. At the same time, we will focus on analysis. Khoomei the embodiment and inheritance of traditional elements in art, as well as the exploration and development of innovative practices. In addition, it will be discussed in detail. Khoomei the application of art and pop music, theatrical performance and modern dance, explore Khoomei the possibility of art integration and innovation in these fields. Finally, this article will discuss Khoomei the challenges and development prospects of art provide feasible suggestions and prospects for its further development.

By passing Khoomei the study of art between tradition and innovation will help to deepen the understanding of the relationship between traditional art and modern art and promote Khoomei the inheritance and development of art enriches the diversity of contemporary stage performances, and also provides reference and inspiration for the innovation and application of other traditional art forms.

2. Khoomei Overview of Art

Khoomei art is a unique form of music performance derived from the Mongolian folk tradition. It is famous for its special sound skills and unique way of expression. It is an apella form of singing. Artists use sound organs such as the mouth, throat and nasal cavity to make a variety of sounds, and play the sound of musical instruments at the same time, creating complex and rhythmic musical effects. Khoomei the name of the art comes from the Mongolian "hu" and "mai", which refer to the continuous exhalation sound and the smooth singing sound respectively.

Khoomei art has a long history and originated from the herdsman life and folk music tradition of the Mongolian grassland. In the daily life and cultural activities of the Mongolian people, Khoomei art plays an important role, which is not only a form of entertainment, but also a popular and traditional expression. It conveys people's emotions, life experiences and cultural inheritance through the change of sound, the change of tone and the control of rhythm.

AtKhoomei in art, artists use various word-telling skills, rhythm and musical creativity to express the melody, emotion and meaning of the song. Common. Khoomei artistic expressions include long notes (Khuumii), short notes (Borbangnadyr), laryngeal and nasal sounds. Long tone is the most common and widely used form. By making two sounds at the same time, it produces a blessing-like harmony effect. Short tones are characterized by faster and shorter rhythm and tone switching, presenting a more dynamic and dynamic performance style. Laryngeal and nasal sounds are Khoomei the special technique of art enables the singer to make a unique sound through the throat and nose.

In addition to sound skills, Khoomei the art also focuses on the singer's physical expression and stage performance. Through facial expressions, gestures and body postures, combined with sound, artists create rich and diverse audio-visual effects, enhancing the appeal and artistry of the performance.

Khoomei the application of art on the contemporary stage
has been widely recognized and promoted. It can not only be used as an independent performance form, appearing in concerts, cultural festivals and stage performances, but also cross-border cooperation with art forms such as pop music, theatrical performances and modern dance to create new art forms and musical styles. This is for Khoomei. The heritage and development of art provides a broader space and opportunity, and also injects new vitality and innovation into contemporary stage art.

3. The Relationship between Tradition and Innovation

Tradition and innovation are important topics often discussed in the field of culture and art, including Khoomei art is inside. Tradition is the accumulation and continuation of a specific cultural background, a treasure of history and culture, carrying rich values, historical memory and social identity. Innovation emphasizes the transcendence and transformation of tradition, and pursues new ways of thinking, form and expression. The relationship between tradition and innovation is not antagonistic, but a dynamic process of mutual promotion and influence.

In traditional culture, innovation is an inevitable requirement for inheritance and a manifestation of traditional vitality. The continuation of tradition needs to adapt to social changes and the needs of the times through innovation. In the continuous change of traditional art forms, it integrates new elements and styles, maintaining its vitality and attraction. Innovation can be the improvement and expansion of traditional skills and forms of expression, or the cross-border integration of traditional art with other art forms to create new art styles and performance methods.

At the same time, innovation also needs to be based on tradition, which is the foundation and source of inspiration for innovation. The unique elements and experiences in traditional art are the resources and accumulation of innovation. Traditional rhythm, rhythm, storyline and performance methods can become innovative creative materials and reference points. Through dialogue and contrast with tradition, innovation can inject new ideas and connotations, making traditional art richer and more dynamic.

The relationship between tradition and innovation is also reflected in the needs of the audience and the market. While inheriting and protecting traditions, traditional works of art also need to be combined with the needs of the audience to innovate and change. With the development of society and the changes of the audience, the demand for art forms and content is also constantly changing. Through innovation, traditional art can attract new audiences and meet their aesthetic and cultural needs.

At Khoomei in art, the relationship between tradition and innovation also exists. Traditional Khoomei skills and forms of expression are the cornerstone of art. Through the inheritance and development of traditional elements, it has been maintained. Khoomei the uniqueness of art. Innovation is reflected in the exploration and attempt of sound effects, performance methods and forms of cooperation. Through the integration with other art forms, such as the combination of pop music, theatrical performances and modern dance, Khoomei art can show a new look and charm on the contemporary stage.

Therefore, tradition and innovation are not opposite dual relationships, but interdependent and permeable relationships. Inheritance requires the vitality of innovation to rejuvenate, and innovation is inseparable from the foundation and inspiration of tradition. In artistic creation and performance, the harmonious unity of tradition and innovation will bring more possibilities and artistic value.

4. Innovate the Traditional Moral and Rule of Law Teaching Theory

Classroom Teaching Mode through New Media Teaching

Khoomei art has been widely applied and developed on today's stage. It not only appears as an independent form of music, but also cooperates with other art forms to create new artistic expression and audio-visual experience. The following is Khoomei the main applications of art on today's stage:

1. Concerts and cultural festivals: Khoomei as a unique form of musical performance, art is often performed in large-scale stage events such as concerts and cultural festivals. Musicians and artists pass Khoomei the sound skills and performance style will be the traditional Mongolian Khoomei art is presented to the audience, showing its unique rhythm and diversity.

2. Drama performance: Khoomei art is widely used in theatrical performances, adding special musical elements and atmosphere to the plot and stage effects. It can be used to express the inner feelings of dramatic characters, create the atmosphere and scene of the drama, and enhance the power and appeal of the performance.

3. Modern dance: Khoomei the combination of art and modern dance is an innovative and expressive form. Dancers take advantage of Khoomei the sound and rhythm, combined with unique dance movements and choreography, create a unique and wonderful stage effect. This cross-border cooperation breaks through the boundaries of traditional art forms and brings an extraordinary audio-visual experience to the audience.

4. Film and TV music soundtrack: Khoomei art plays an important role in film and television music. Its unique sound and music effects can add unique national characteristics and emotional expressions to film and television works. Many movies and TV series have passed. Khoomei the use of music has successfully created a scene atmosphere and character image, leaving a deep impression on the audience.

5. Cross-border cooperation and pop music: Khoomei art further cooperates with pop music to inject new elements and styles into music creation. Some pop music creations and performances have been integrated into Khoomei the sound and rhythm create a unique musical style and auditory enjoyment. This kind of cross-border cooperation makes Khoomei art has been noticed and recognized in the broader music market.

In a word, Khoomei the application of art on today's stage is rich and diverse, which not only maintains the tradition. Khoomei the inheritance of skills and forms of expression also creates new artistic styles and forms through integration and innovation with other art forms. This not only enriches the diversity of stage performances, but also makes Khoomei art plays a unique artistic charm and influence in contemporary society.
5. Concluding Remarks

Khoomei the application of art on today's stage retains the tradition. Khoomei skills and expressions, combined with innovative artistic elements and cross-border cooperation, present a rich and diverse artistic expression. Through the application of concerts, theatrical performances, modern dance, film soundtracks and pop music, Khoomei art brings an extraordinary audio-visual experience to the audience, and shows unique artistic charm and influence in contemporary society. The combination of tradition and innovation Khoomei art maintains its unique inheritance and development, shining a unique light on the stage. Whether it is for Khoomei art lovers or still for the majority of audiences, Khoomei the application of art has brought them a rich cultural experience and further promoted Khoomei the development and dissemination of art. Hope Khoomei art can continue to flourish in the future and bring wonderful artistic enjoyment to more people.
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